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This is the final installment of what turned out to be five years of studies in Luther in 

preparation for this fall, the 500th Anniversary of the Reformation. Like so many of you, I am 

indebted to our retiring bishop James Mauney and would like to use this opportunity to thank 

him for entrusting me with this task. I want to share with readers what I have already shared 

with him, my own way of publicly showing thanksgiving for his ministry. Next year Baker 

Academic will publish my new book, Luther as Theologian: A Reintroduction for Evangelicals. 

The book is dedicated in part to Bishop Mauney and in the Acknowledgements this explanation 

of the dedication is given: 

James Mauney has been my bishop for the eighteen years since we left Slovakia in 1999 and 

came to Roanoke College. I know of no bishop today who is a more passionate proclaimer 

of the crucified and risen Lord. He welcomed me and sustained pastoral friendship with me 

through thick and thin – no easy task in the case of the prickly personality who is your 

present author! Much of the material in the present book is adapted from studies in Luther 

which Mauney commissioned me to write for the pastors of our synod in preparation for 

the 500th anniversary of the Reformation. I am happily in his debt and salute his episcopal 

“mission accomplished” on the occasion of his retirement.  

 

I would also herewith express my thanks to the many faithful readers of these studies with the 

prayer that these meditations would abound to the glory of God and the good of suffering 

humanity. As Bishop Elizabeth Eaton has recently written:  

“In a recent survey of ELCA Lutherans, Kenneth Inskeep, director for research and 

evaluation, asked the question: "What must you do to be saved?" Fifty percent answered: "Do 

good works." Fifty percent of Lutherans. At least half of us admit that, deep down, we believe it's 

still up to us. Let's not beat ourselves up-this isn't a Lutheran phenomenon, this is not an 

American phenomenon, this is not a 21st-century phenomenon-it's a human phenomenon. We 

either disbelieve for joy or don't want to give up control. 

            “This is precisely why we need well-trained confessional, scriptural, theological, 

liturgical, compassionate pastors and deacons: to keep us pointed to Jesus, to the law, to the 

cross, to the resurrection and away from the world's siren song of self-help, self-determination 

and self-righteousness.  And this is precisely why we need confessional, scriptural, theological, 

liturgical, compassionate laypeople: so we "... fear and love God, so that we do not despise 

preaching or God's word, but instead keep that word holy and gladly hear and learn it" (Martin 

Luther's Small Catechism).” 

 

My hope is that these studies have worked to these ends. 

 

--- 



The editor of our English translation describes the burning of the Papal Bull of 

Excommunication as the act of an “irrevocable and formal break with Rome.” And indeed, as 

Luther had already instructed Leo X in his Open Letter, as we saw last time, he regarded the 

Curia as beyond redemption. Now he justifies burning the books of the “adversaries” since 

“their improvement is not to be hoped for.” When we give up on opponents this way, there is 

nothing left but war. 

Luther notes that he is burning their books “in turn.” The reference is to the papist spectacle that 

preceded Luther’s act, orchestrated by Johannes Eck. As Eck solemnly publicized the Bull of 

Excommunication against Luther touring through German cities, he would collect Luther’s 

books for a spectacular pyre. In this counter-burning, Luther is trying to turn the accusation of 

“obstinacy” on the head of his accusers: even though the doctrine of the gospel has been clearly 

and abundantly explained to them in the books that they are burning, they show how they 

deserve the judgment he now pronounces on them: beyond redemption. 

The treatise is of interest because it shows how Luther’s doctrine of vocation can and did 

empower his resistance to tyranny. He notes at the outset that he is called as a teacher of 

Scripture as also a baptized Christian, and further as a pastoral preacher to “ward off false, 

corrupt, unchristian doctrine.” Silence in the face of false teaching and bullying compromises 

this calling; it is his duty to protest and resist publically, not to have his own way, but to have 

the case decided in a truly churchly and theological way.  

The vocation of a theologian as such a calling to truth does “not shun judgment, yes, love[s] 

nothing more than light and judgment, gladly permit[ting itself] to be examined and tried.” 

Nemo iudex in causa sua, “no one is judge in his own case” was Luther’s oft repeated principle. 

So little, then, is he guilty of the papist charge that he reduces everything to subjective opinion 

and opens the door for free thinking – not Luther whose conscience is captive to the Word of 

God! Rather, the church is to be governed by free disputation in the common quest for 

theological truth. To be shown from Scripture with evident reason where he has gone astray—

this, formally, is all that Luther had asked for from the beginning of the controversy. “But the 

pope wants to blind everyone’s eyes, let no one judge, but alone judge everyone.” 

All the same it is fascinating to observe that Luther stills holds out hope for Leo X: “I also do 

not believe that they have command from Pope Leo X, so far as his person is concerned.” Leo X 

is in many ways a kind of tragi-comic figure. Great Florentine aesthete, he sincerely wanted to 

turn a page away from the tyrannical and murderous ways of his immediate predecessors, 

especially the “warrior pope,” Julius II, whom he served as secretary of state and papal 

understudy. His moral reputation was beyond dispute. This point is worth noting, because as 

unpalatable as close examination of Luther’s doctrine of the Antichrist is and must be, it is not 

attached to a person like Leo X but to an institution and, further, it has the curious twist to it: 

Antichrist can only arise for Luther in the true Christian church! 

This is a nuance in Luther’s view that is often obscured. Luther was never against the 

Catholic Church, because he never ceased to be a Catholic Christian. His opposition was 

narrowly focused on the modern (in his times, i.e. in the preceding medieval centuries) 



institution of the papacy that had developed increasingly absolute claims for itself, as identified 

in the list of 30 errors from the Canon Law enumerated in Why the Books of the Pope Were 

Burned.  

Luther regards the tyranny explained in # 10 as at the heart of the complaint. He 

identifies the confusion of the 2 kingdoms as the source of such tyranny in # 21 and articulates 

his judgment on the papacy as Antichrist in # 27 and 30. As he put the point some years later in 

the short but decisive essay, Concerning Rebaptism, from 1527 that just because "Antichrist" is 

to “take his seat in the temple of God..., [so] the Christendom that is now under the papacy is 

truly the body of Christ and a member of it. If it is his body, then it has the true spirit, gospel, 

faith, baptism, sacrament, keys, the office of the ministry, prayer, holy Scripture, and everything 

that pertains to Christendom. So we are all still under the papacy and therefrom have received 

our Christian treasures.”   

  



























 

  



 

 

 

 

 


